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Delegation of Lahore High Court & Punjab Judicial Academy visited KP Judicial Academy

17.05.2014

Mr. Justice Mansoor Ali Khan (In charge judge of Punjab Judicial Academy) along with the DG, Senior Director Admin Amir Munir, Research Officer Ray Muhammad Khan and I.T Consultant visited the Academy. The objective of the visit was to share best practices inter-se. Justice Ali called his visit as institutional hand shake.

Justice Ali, after visiting different sections of the academy and presentation of Dr. Khurshid, Dean Faculty appreciated the team of Academy on achieving such success in such a short span of time. He appreciated the idea of establishment of a Research wing, radio Meezan and conferment of degree awarding status on the academy.

Hon’ble Judges suggested an inter judicial academies conference. This will help in exploring new ideas and taking benefits of the expertise of each other.

Justice Yahya Afridi, vice Chairman of the academy, Justice Rooh Ul Amin, Judge Peshawar High Court and Mr. Sher Shah Khan, Senior Governance Specialists, World Bank were present at the occasion.

Delegates of German Embassy and GIZ visited KP Judicial Academy.

21.05.2014

Counselor Economic Cooperation and development, German Embassy, Ms. Mandyzeka along with her team visited the Academy. Qazi Jameel Technical Consultant UNDP, Mr. Bilal Ahmad Financial Specialist PCNA were also present at this occasion.

The Director General briefed the delegation about the activities of the academy. The Counselor, while appreciating the academy informed that she has heard very high about this institution which compelled them to visit and explore areas of mutual cooperation.
Academy signs MoUs with Malakand, Hazara and Abdul Wali Khan Universities

23.05.2014

In a short span of two years of its existence, the KP Judicial Academy scored another great achievement by signing Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with three Universities: the Abdul Wali Khan University (Mardan), the University of Malakand (Chakdara) and the University of Hazara (Mansehra). Dr Khurshid Iqbal, Dean of Faculty signed the MoU along with Dr Zahoor-ul-Haq, Registrar, the Abdul Wali Khan University, Mr. Sher Bhadur Khan, Registrar, University of Malakand and Mr. Bakhtyar Muhmand, Registrar, Hazara University. Amidst applause of about two dozen people--mostly staff members of all the institutions, Dr Iqbal exchanged the documents with the Registrars, having a ceremonious handshake with each one of them, with the Director General of the Academy and Vice-Chancellors of the Universities standing in the background.

The purpose of this memorandum is to develop Academic research and other educational co-operation and mutual understanding between the Academy and the Universities. According to the MOU, both the Universities agree to develop collaborative activities in areas of mutual interest, on the basis of equality and reciprocity. The MoU cover visits of Academic and Administrative staff/officers and creation of internship opportunities for students at the academy.

Speaking on the occasion, the Heads of all the institutions displayed a high spirit, underlining the need and importance of collaboration amongst their respective institutions and the contribution of such efforts to meet the challenges faced by legal and judicial education in the KP.